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  Count & Compare 

How many more         than           ?

How many fewer           than        ?

How many          ? How many          ?

How many          ? How many          ?

Which has the most? 

Which has the fewest? 



    
     

  Count & Compare 

How many more         than           ?

How many fewer           than        ?

How many          ? How many          ?

How many          ? How many          ?

4 2 
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Which has the most? 

Which has the fewest? 
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How many more         than           ?

How many fewer           than        ?

How many          ? How many          ?

How many          ? How many          ?

    
     

  Count & Compare 

Which has the most? 

Which has the fewest? 
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How many more         than           ?

How many fewer           than        ?

How many          ? How many          ?

How many          ? How many          ?

8 3
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  Count & Compare 

Which has the most? 

Which has the fewest? 
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Which has the most? 

Which has the fewest? 

How many more         than           ?

How many fewer           than        ?

How many          ? How many          ?

How many          ? How many          ?
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Which has the most? 

Which has the fewest? 

How many more         than           ?

How many fewer           than        ?

How many          ? How many          ?

How many          ? How many          ?
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